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Housekeeping

1
This is being recorded. Our webinars are 
all recorded for future reference.

2
Ask questions! As an emerging type of 
donor revenue channel, there’s going to be 
a lot of potential questions you have about 
cryptocurrency itself. We have THE experts 
with us, take advantage!

3
This integration is ready to use. Neon One 
has certified The Giving Block’s integration 
into Neon CRM officially - if you want to 
start using it, it can happen today.

4
This deck is resource rich. We wanted to 
ensure that practical questions and 
resources were provided on where to focus 
your efforts on in your 2021 planning.



Welcome!

Introductions

What is cryptocurrency?

Why donate cryptocurrency?

How to fundraise cryptocurrency

Neon CRM + The Giving Block

Further Resources



Hal Finney (computer scientist)

Since we’re all rich with bitcoins… we 
ought to put some of this unearned 
wealth to good use.



Your guides today

● Started with NeonCRM in 2011
● Helped raise over $3 million for various 

nonprofits
● Helped start two nonprofits
● Has done TEDx talks on the role of 

technology in philanthropy and 
re-envisioning galas

● Personally tested the integration with Bitcoin, 
he has a wallet now!

● Named NonprofitPRO’s Technology 
Professional of the Year



Your guides today

● Created seamless crypto solution for charities
● Former fundraising consultant
● Wake Forest Graduate
● Mediocre stand up comedian on the side



What is cryptocurrency?



The cryptocurrency market

Did you know?
Neon One partner The Giving Block 
ran a campaign called Bitcoin 
Tuesday that generated over 
$500,000 in crypto donations

Cryptocurrency is a digital asset that uses a technology called 
blockchain. Blockchain is a decentralized technology spread 
across many computers that manages and records transactions.

There are several well known proponents of Bitcoin, such as Rainn 
Wilson (The Office).

Some high level stats:

01    |    Bitcoin’s market capitalization is over $250 billion

02    |    9% of the population owns Bitcoin

03    |    18% of 18-34 year olds own Bitcoin

04    |    59% feel that Bitcoin is a positive innovation in financial tech



Why does crypto matter?

Why Intermediaries?
We needed trusted institutions to make rules, print money, 
and ensure payments got to intended recipients.

Explained
The government can devalue your money by printing more, 
and banks make transactions slow and expensive.

Intermediaries Crypto

Why Crypto?
The rules can’t be changed, no one can print their own money 
and you can send money safely without banks.

Explained
Cryptocurrencies are released along a preset schedule, and 
math enables transactions and determine fees. No BS.



What makes crypto better?

Payments Clear in 
Seconds

Can’t Be 
Counterfeited

Crypto

US Dollar

Fixed Supply International Peer to Peer



Why donate cryptocurrency?



Fidelity Charitable

$106m
Cryptocurrencies accepted 

since 2015

Millennial Investors

71%
Would invest in crypto if 

offered by traditional financial 
institutions

Bitcoin Worth

$19,354
USD worth of 1 Bitcoin as of 
1:55pm ET on December 15, 

2020

Cryptocurrency is getting big

Cryptocurrency is treated as property by the IRS, and thus can be an incredibly tax-efficient asset to 
donate. As one of the fastest appreciating assets of the last decade, many cryptocurrency holders 
have experienced significant capital gains from their investments and are looking to offset their 
taxes when releasing them. 

It is important to frame cryptocurrency donation options as a form of donor love.



Like the internet, it was complicated. 
Then companies came along and 
made it easy.

● Crypto is also getting integrated into traditional 
systems, like IRAs and debit cards.

● You can buy Bitcoin in the Cash App. And people 
do. Last quarter, they sold $875,000,000 worth.

● There are now crypto exchanges with more users 
than Charles Schwab, Fidelity and E-Trade.

Why did people start using it?



Why not donate with a credit card?
Fast Facts

● Crypto donors will not donate using fiat currency 
(credit cards, wire, etc). 

● That’s because the IRS categorizes crypto as 
property, not currency (due to the speculation).

● Since donating crypto is better for their taxes, 
donors support the nonprofits who take it.

Price per Bitcoin 
(October 1 of that year) $1,000 in BTC

Value Today 
(October 7, 2020)

2010 $0.06 16,666.67 $177,250,000.00

2012 $12.47 80.19 $852,846.83

2014 $487.79 2.05 $21,802.41

2016 $628.26 1.59 $16,927.71

2018 $6,576.66 0.15 $1,617.08

2020 $10,516.00 0.10 $1,011.32

https://www.irs.gov/individuals/international-taxpayers/frequently-asked-questions-on-virtual-currency-transactions
https://www.irs.gov/individuals/international-taxpayers/frequently-asked-questions-on-virtual-currency-transactions


How to fundraise cryptocurrency



Don’t Make Decisions For 
Your Donors
Meet donors where they are. Just like how your 
organization should have a plan to accept stock, 
real estate, and other property asset gifts, your 
organization should have also have a 
cryptocurrency gift acceptance plan ready.

Common Misconceptions

01    |    None of our donors use Bitcoin

02    |    No one has offered to donate us Bitcoin before

03    |    It doesn’t fit our brand to accept cryptocurrency



Efficient

● Account Setup
● Integration
● Reporting/Data

Safe

● Autosell
● Donor Receipts
● Compliance
● Fiat Offramps
● Insured



One of the things that 
makes cryptocurrency so 
unique is that the 
community that supports it 
is how savvy yet passionate 
they are about using the 
currency itself. 

Support the donor’s passion 
and they will support yours.

Website Option Donor Research Active Fundraising

Types of cryptocurrency fundraising



The Giving Block’s Crypto Campaign Approach



Neon CRM + The Giving Block 
Integration Overview



How does cryptocurrency 
get into Neon CRM?

Bitcoin is king
Around 90% of cryptocurrency 
donations are made in Bitcoin. The 
Giving Block accepts all major 
cryptocurrencies though! 

Any nonprofit will now be able to offer cryptocurrency donations 
right on their website and have these transactions sync into Neon 
CRM with no effort by your staff.

Some high level basics:

01    |    Set up an easy to embed widget on your website for crypto

02    |    This then connects to Neon CRM in a few simple  steps

03    |    Donors old and new will have their Accounts synced

04    |    Vital transaction details are also appended for accounting needs



Further resources

0
1 

The Giving Block

Get started with taking cryptocurrency 

donations today by connecting with Neon One 

certified partner The Giving Block..

0
2 

Pat Duffy’s NonprofitPRO articles

The Giving Block’s Pat Duffy has several 

articles about cryptocurrency and overall 

market trends for nonprofits to pay attention 

to. See them all here.

0
3 

Bitcoin Fundraising

This upcoming book by Anne Connelly and 

Jason Shim promises to be an excellent 

resource for nonprofits truly serious about 

cryptocurrency fundraising. Pre-order here.

https://www.thegivingblock.com/
https://www.nonprofitpro.com/author/patduffy/
https://bitcoinfundraising.com/


The Giving Block

● Book a demo with The Giving Block at 
https://www.thegivingblock.com/bookdemo

● Support documentation on how The Giving 
Block syncs with Neon CRM: 
https://docs.thegivingblock.com/integration
s/neon-crm-integration

https://www.thegivingblock.com/bookdemo
https://docs.thegivingblock.com/integrations/neon-crm-integration
https://docs.thegivingblock.com/integrations/neon-crm-integration

